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Tax is the most income of RI’s National Budget on 2012. Thus, the the Director General of Tax, always keeps improving in this area. In addition, the government maintains national development, especially the physical one. It administers business opportunity to construction company in Indonesia therefore increase its number. In tax view, the growth of the construction company is intriguing to scrutinize as this business brings about a variety of tax activity. Nevertheless, corporations might take it as the burden of obligation which they must fulfill—this will definitely decrease their profit. Pertaining to this matter, proper tax planning is needed to help the corporations with legal and efficient tax payment.

This study employs description research with qualitative approach and case study research. Both qualitative and quantitative data are used therein and the data sources are primary and secondary data. The procedure of data collecting is done through initial survey, literature and field research, and data analysis.

This study is aimed to show how the fulfillment of Income Tax Section 21 upon permanent employees obligations through tax planning for efficient Corporatie Income Tax in RJ Group. RJ Group is a group of companies which run businesses on construction, supplier, and heavy equipment rental. RJ Group has fulfilled the obligation of Income Tax Section 21 upon its permanent employees but not legally based on the tax law. This study reveals that RJ Group has reported salaries with lower costs. This evaluation is supposed RJ Group to proper tax
planning of Income Tax Clause 21 using gross-up method so that the companies under RJ group are able to work efficiently both to save the Corporate Income Tax obligation legally and to avoid sanction.
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